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1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper the reference for terminology is [1]. Let L 
be a Riesz space and M be a Riesz subspace. Given a positive linear 
functional cp on M, the Hahn-Banach theorem guarantees that it admits 
a positive linear extension on L, provided that L coincides with the 
ideal generated by M (cf. [1, § 19]). Recall that a linear functional 'IfJ 
is called an integral or a normal integral, according as Un.} 0 implies 
inf 1'IfJ(Un) I =0 or uA.}O does inf I 'IfJ(uA) I =0. When cp is a positive integral 
on M, can an extension <P be chosen an integral on L? The answer is 
affirmative under the additional hypothesis that M is ()'-dense in L, 
i.e., the sequentially order-closed Riesz subspace generated by M coincides 
with L; in fact, this is a corollary of a theorem of NAKANO [2] that if 
M:3 Un .} 0 (in L) implies inf cp(un) = 0, the required extension is possible. 
Now the problem is this. When cp is a normal integral on M, can <P be 
chosen a normal integral on L? If it is possible, <P will be called a normal 
exten8ion. The answer is negative in general; indeed, it is proved by 
LUXEMBURG and ZAANEN [1, § 28] that normal extensibility of every 
normal integral on M is equivalent to the statement that L is the 
Dedekind completion of M, provided that L is Dedekind complete and 
coincides with the ideal generated by M, and that M is dense in Land 
admits sufficiently many normal integrals. 
The first theorem of this paper shows that the normal extensibility of 
a normal integral impose a rather strong restriction on the connection 
between M and L. 
The second half of the paper treats the global relation between cp and 
its extension <P. The problem is this. Is it possible to assign to cp an 
extension <P in such a manner that the mapping cp -+ <P is linear and 
positive? In this direction, NAKANO [3, § 23] proved, with his theory of 
representation of Riesz spaces, that if a (fixed) positive normal integral 'IfJ 
admits a normal extension, a correspondence cp -+ <P can be made up 
to be linear and positive on the ideal generated by 'IfJ, provided that L 
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is Dedekind complete and M is order-closed. The second theorem of 
this paper gives a complete affirmative answer for the general case 
without any reference to normal integral. 
2. Extension of normal integral 
A Riesz subspace M is called full in an ideal S, if for any o#u ES+ 
there is o#v E M+ such that v<:,u, where S+ is the set of all positive 
elements in S. Recall that a Riesz space is archimedean, if 0 <:, kv <:, u for 
k;;;. 1 implies v = 0 and that if it admits a strictly positive linear functional, 
it is archimedean. 
Lemma 1. If Lis archimedean and M is full in it, u=sup {v: v<:,u, 
v EM+} for all u EL+. 
Proof. (cf. [1, § 29]). Take an arbitrary upper bound w of the set 
{v: v<:,u, v E M+}. If u-inf (u, w)#O, there is, by hypothesis, O#vo E M+ 
such that vo<:,u-inf(u, w). Then v+vo<:,inf(u, w)+u-inf(u, w)=u, 
hence substitution of v by v + Vo and inductive process yield v + kvo <:, u 
for k;;;. 1, contradicting the archimedean property. This shows that 
u-inf (u, w) = 0, that is, u is the supremum of the set. 
Recall that u and v are disjoint (in symbol, u.l v) if inf(lul, Ivl)=O 
and that SP is the set of all u E L disjoint from every v E S; clearly 
S +SP is full in L, when S is an ideal. 
Corollary. If L is archimedean and S ~s an ideal, u=sup {v+w: 
VES,WESP, and v+w<:,u} for all UEL+. 
Lemma 2. Given a positive linear functional cp on an ideal S, the relation: 
q)(u) = sup {cp(v): v<:,u, v ES+} for u EL+ 
and 
defines a positive linear extension of cp, provided that q) has a finite value 
for each u E L. The same conclusion is valid, if L is archimedean and S is 
a Riesz subspace full in Land cp is a positive normal integral. In this case, 
q) is a positive normal extension. 
The proof is quite standard with the remark that the property of an 
ideal is used to show the inequality 
q)(Ul+U2)<:,q)(Ul)+q)(U2) for Ul, U2 EL+. 
In the second case, this inequality can be proved as follows; if 
v ES+, v <:'Ul +U2, then, by Lemma 1, 
so 
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But cp is a normal integral on S, so 
cp(V) = sup {cp(inf(v, Vl+V2))} 
< sup cp( VI + V2) = sup {cp( VI) + cp( V2)} < <1>( Ul) + <1>( U2), 
hence 
<1>( Ul + U2) < <1>( Ul) + <1>( U2). 
Recall that, for a linear functional cp, N", is its null ideal {u: Icpl(luJ)=O} 
and 0", is its carrier, defined as N",p. It is known that if Lis archimedean 
and cp is a non-zero normal integral, 0", contains non-zero elements and 
that if "P is another normal integral disjoint from cp, then Ow eN", 
(cf. [1, § 27]). 
Lemma 3. Let L be archimedean and M be dense in it. If a positive 
normal integral cp on M admits a strictly positive normal extension <1>, then 
M is full in L. 
Proof. (cf. [3, § 22]). For O#u E L+ there is O#v E M+ such that 
w = inf (u, v) # 0, because M is dense by hypothesis. Since L is archimedean, 
there is <x>0 such that (w-<xv)+#O. Let S be the ideal generated by 
(w-<xv)+ and consider the positive linear functional lJI, according to 
Lemma 2, defined by 
lJI(x) = sup {<1>(y): y<x, y ES+} for x EL+. 
Since (<1>-lJI)(x)=O for x ES and lJI(y)=O for y ESP, the disjointness of 
lJI and <1>-lJI results from Corollary of Lemma 1, combined with the 
fact that both lJI and <1> - lJI are normal integrals. Let "P be the restriction 
of lJI on M, then it is a normal integral, because 0 < "P < cpo "P and cp - "P are 
disjoint. For, as stated in the beginning ofthe introduction, inf {"P, (cp-"P)} 
admits positive linear extensions <1>1 and <1>2 on L which are majorized 
by lJI and <1> - lJI respectively. Since <1>1 - <1>2 is a normal integral and 
vanishes on the dense Riesz subspace M, it must be identically zero, 
i.e., <1>1 = <1>2; then <1>1 = 0 because it is majorized by both lJI and <1>-lJI 
which are disjoint. Finally, this shows the disjointness of"P and cp-"P. 
Since "P is a non-zero normal integral, Ow contains a non-zero positive 
element VI. Since the disjointness of "P and cp - "P implies 
by the remark preceding the Lemma, it follows that 
"P(Vl):><1>(y) for y<Vl, y EL+. 
Since by definition of S 
it results that 
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where y=qi(inf {VI, (W-lXV)-}). On the other hand, by definition 
"P(VI) =sup {qi(x): X<VI, x E S+}, 
and this combined with the above implies y = 0, and finally the strict 
positivity of qi shows inf {VI, (W-lXV)-}=O. Now 
{w-inf (lXV, Vl)}-
<inf {(W-lXV)-, (vl-w)+}<inf {(W-lXV)-, vI}=O, 
showing w>inf (lXV, VI). Since V2 - inf (lXV, VI) is non-zero, the conclusion 
is that 0#V2<W, V2 E M+, completing the proof. 
When N is an ideal, the quotient space LIN can be made a Riesz 
space in such a manner that the canonical mapping L ~ LIN is 
homomorphic in the sense of Riesz spaces. When N is a normal subspace, 
i.e., an order-closed ideal, U;. + 0 implies U;. A + 0 where u A is the canonical 
image of u. 
A Riesz subspace M is called relatively full in an ideal S, if the image 
of M is full in the image of S under the canonical mapping L ~ LjSp; 
in other words, M is relatively full in S, if and only if for any O#u ES+ 
there is O#v E M+ such that V iSP and (u-v)- ESP. 
If cp is a positive linear functional on Land S is an ideal contained in 
N rp' the relation: 
defines a positive linear functional on LjS. 
Lemma 4. If L is archimedean and cp is a positive normal integral, 
then cpA on LjN rp is a strictly positive normal integral. 
Proof. Strict positivity is trivial. The canonical mapping is isomorphic 
when restricted on the carrier Orp, so that cpA is a normal integral on the 
ideal which is the canonical image of Orp. Since, by Corollary of Lemma 1, 
w=sup {u+v: u E Orp, V E Nrp, u+v<w} for WE L+, 
if follows that 
This shows that cpA is just the normal extension, described in Lemma 2, 
of the restriction on the canonical image of 0 rp. 
Theorem 1. Let L be an archimedean Riesz space and M be a Riesz 
subspace, which is dense in L and the ideal generated by which coincides 
with L. In order that a positive normal integral cp on M admits a normal 
extension, it is necessary and sufficient that there is an ideal S such that 
M is relatively full in Sand SP n M = N rp. 
Proof. Necessity. Let qi be a positive normal extension of cp and 
put S=O.p; then Sp=N.p and SP n M =Nrp. The image of M under the 
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canonical mapping L --+ LIN cp is dense in LIN cp, for M is dense in L 
and N cp is a normal subspace, and it is isomorphic to the quotient space 
MIN rp. Since cJ> induces a strictly positive normal integral on LIN cp by 
Lemma 4, which can be considered, through the isomorphism indicated 
above, a normal extension of the normal integral ({!A induced by ({! on 
MINrp, the image of Min LjNcp is full in LINcp by Lemma 3, i.e., Mis 
relatively full in the ideal S. 
Sufficiency. Since SP n M =Nrp, ({!A induced by ({! on MISP n M = 
MINrp is a strictly positive normal integral. Since the image of M under 
the canonical mapping L --+ LISp is isomorphic to MISp n M and is 
full in LISP by hypothesis, the assertion follows from Lemma 2, because 
the archimedean property of LISP is established through the strict 
positivity of ({!A. 
The following generalization can be proved similarly. 
Theorem I'. Under the same assumptions on Land M, a necessary 
and sufficient condition in order that each member of U:, fit set of normal 
integrals on M, admits a normal extension is that there is an ideal S such 
that M is relatively full in Sand SP n M = n {Nrp: ({! E U:}. 
The result of Luxemburg and Zaanen [1, § 28] stated in the introduction, 
corresponds to the case n {Nrp: ({! E U:}= {O}. 
3. Simultaneous extensions 
Let L be a Riesz space and M be a Riesz subspace. It is not assumed 
that L is archimedean nor that M generates L. 
Proof. The assertion follows from the inequalities: 
'IjJ(u) = 'IjJ(v) + 'IjJ(u- v) <;({!(v) + tp(u-v) 
and 
Now suppose that a (fixed) positive linear functional 'IjJ on M admits 
a positive linear extension lJf on L. A linear functional ({! on M is called 
a component of 'IjJ if 0 <; ({! <; 'IjJ and ({! 1- ('IjJ - ({!). The set (£ of all components 
of 'IjJ is closed under the formations of sup and inf, and moreover ({! E (£ 
implies ('IjJ-({!) E (£. Take O#u EM and fix it temporarily. Given ({! E (£ 
00 
a sequence {Un} C M is called a ({!-sequence if O<;un <;u and L ((!(u-un) <00, 
n~l 
and if there is a sequence {Vn} C M such that O<;vn<;u, Un 1- Vn and 
00 L C!p-({!) (u-vn)<oo. Remark that such {Vn} is actually a ('IjJ-({!)-
"~l 
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sequence by definition. A cp-sequence does exist; in fact, since cp -.l ('Ip - cp), 
there is a sequence {wn} such that O<wn<u and 
then take 
and 
Given a cp-sequence Ll = {Un}, denote by SLJ,n the ideal generated by 
{Uj: n<j} and define, according to Lemma 2, the positive linear functional 
t[> LJ, n by the relation 
t[>LJ,n(v) = sup {P(w): w <v, W E SLJ,n} for v E L+. 
It is clear that t[> LJ, n is given more explicitly by the formula 
t[>LJ,n(V)=SUPk P(inf(v, kUn,k)) for v EL+ 
with the notation Un,k=SUp {Uj: n<j<n+k}. Since t[>LJ,n>t[>LJ,n+l for 
n> 1, the positive linear functional t[> LJ can be defined by the relation 
t[>LJ(v)=infn t[>LJ,n(v) for v EL+. 
Lemma 6. t[>LJ(v) =cp(v) tor O<v<u, v EM. 
Proof. Let {Vn} be a (1p-cp)-sequence associated with {Un}, then, 
with the notation Un,k as above, 
n+k n+k 
< 1 inf (u, kUj) < 1 (U-Vj) 
i-n i-n 
because Vj -.l Uj by definition. On the other hand, 
v-inf (v, kUn,k) <v-inf (v, un) <U-Un, 
because, in general, for any w 
linf(u, v)-inf(w, v)1 <Iu-wl. 
Then from Lemma 5 it follows that 
11p(inf (v, kUn,k)) -cp(v)1 
< cp(v -inf (v, kUn,k)) + ("1'- cp) (inf (v, kUn,k)) 
00 
<cp(U-Un)+ 1 (1p-cp) (U-Vj). 
;=n 
This converges to ° as n --+ 00 (independently of k) by the definitions of 
{un} and {vn}. Now the assertion is clear. 
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Lemma 7. If {UI,n} and {U2,n} are a ((iI-sequence and a ((i2-sequence 
respectively, then {sup (UI,n, U2,n)} and {inf (UI,n, U2,n)} are a sup (((il, ((i2)-
seq1wnce and an inf (((iI, ((i2)-sequence respectively. 
Proof is trivial and omitted. Now when both Lh={UI,n} and 
.12 = {U2,n} are ((i-sequences, by Lemma 7 the sequence .1 = {inf (UI,n, U2,n)} 
is it also, and from the definition it follows that W Lh:> W.1 and W.1 2 :> W.1, 
hence the positive linear functional Wu can be defined by the relation 
Wu(v)=inf{W.1(v):.1 is a ((i-sequence} for vEL+ 
to get Wu(v) = ((i(v) for o.;;;v .;;;u, v EM. 
If {Un} is a ((i-sequence (with respect to u) and O.;;;V.;;;U, v EM, then 
the sequence {inf (v, Un)} is a ((i-sequence (with respect to v); in fact, 
if {vn} is a (1p-((i)-sequence associated with {Un}, it is not hard to see 
that {inf (v, vn)} is a (1p-((i)-sequence (with respect to v) associated with 
{inf (v, Un)}. This consideration shows that v, U EM, O.;;;V.;;;U implies 
Wv ';;; Wu. Since Wu';;; 'P for all U E M +, the positive linear functional W 
can be defined by the relation 
W(v) = sup {Wu(v): U EM+} for v EL+, 
then W is a positive linear extension of ((i. 
Lemm a 8. If ((iI, ((i2 E (f and ((il -.l ((i2, then WI + W2 = W3 with ((i3 = ((il + ((i2, 
provided that 'P obeys the requirement: 
'P(v) = sup {'P(inf(v,u)): uEM+} for all vEL+. 
Proof. If {UI,n} and {U2,n} are a ((iI-sequence and a ((i2-one respectively, 
by Lemma 7 {sup (UI,n, U2,n)} is a sup (((iI, ((i2)-sequence, hence a 
(((il + ((i2)-one, because ((il -.l ((i2. Since 
inf (v, kWn,k)';;; inf (v, kUI,n,k) + inf (v, kU2,n,k) 
with the notations 
and 
UI,n,k=SUp {UI,J: n';;;J.;;;n+k}, U2,n,k=SUp {U2,j: n.;;;i .;;;n+k} 
Wn,k = sup {sup (UI,j, U2,j): n.;;;i.;;;n+k}, 
it follows with standard manipulations that W3';;; WI + W2. Since both 
WI + W2 and W3 are extensions of ((i3, with the notation 
e = WI + W2 - W3 
it follows that for U E M + and v E L+ 
so that 
0.;;; e(inf (v, u)).;;; e(u) = 0, 
0.;;; e(v) .;;;2'P(v-inf (v, u)) + e(inf (v, u)) 
.;;; 2'P(v- inf (v, u)). 
and the assertion follows from the requirement imposed on 'P. 
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Since (f is closed under the formations of arbitrary sup and inf and 
under the subtraction from 1jJ, it is clear that the linear subspace generated 
by (f is a Riesz subspace of the space of all bounded linear functionals 
on M, and is full in the ideal generated by 1jJ; in fact, since the space 
of all bounded linear functionals is Dedekind complete, for any non-zero 
positive linear functional q; in the ideal, take iX> ° such that (q; - iX1jJ)+ =f- 0, 
then 
has the property that q;o E (f and iXq;o";;; q;. 
If 'P obeys the requirement in Lemma 8, the mapping q; _ </J can be 
uniquely extended over the linear subspace generated by (f so as it 
preserves linearity and positivity. Now with a standard argument similar 
as in Lemma 2, this mapping can be further extended over the ideal 
generated by 1jJ. It is a tedious task to check that the mapping preserves 
linearity and the formations of arbitary sup and info It is clear that </J, 
under the extended correspondence, is an extension of q;. 
Theorem 2. Let L be a Riesz space and M be a Riesz subspace. 
If a (fixed) positive linear functional 1jJ on M admits a positive linear 
extension on L, then there is a linear mapping q; _ </J from the ideal 
generated by 1jJ such that </J is a linear extension of q; on L and the mapping 
preserves the formations of arbitrary sup and info 
Proof. The only point which needs proof is that 1jJ admits a positive 
linear extension 'P which obeys the requirement in Lemma 8. Such 'P 
is obtained, according to Lemma 2, by the relation 
'P(v) = sup {'Po(w): W";;;V,WES+} for vEL+ 
where 'Po is the given extension of 1jJ and S is the ideal generated by M. 
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